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Department of Mathematics, Rice University, Houston, Texas 77251 
In a companion paper we introduced a notion for hypersurfaces in Rd+ ’ that is 
analogous to the chord-arc condition with small constant for planar curves. In this 
paper we address the problem of finding good parameterizations for these surfaces. 
In particular, we show that these surfaces must be homeomorphic to R”, and we 
build parameterizations with LP bounds on the gradient, and the gradient of the 
inverse, with p + m as the chord-arc constant goes to 0. When d = 2 we use the 
uniformization theorem to find a quasisymmetric parameterization. We do not 
know how to build bilipschitz parameterizations when d 2 2, or quasisymmetric 
parameterizations when d> 3. The author conjectures that they do not exist in 
general. However, we can build bilipschitz reflections in all dimensions, and these 
reflections will satisfy certain extra estimates, in terms of Carleson measures. 
II’ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let r be a connected hypersurface in Rd+ ‘. We assume a priori that r 
is smooth, and that Tu {co } is a smooth embedded submanifold of 
Rd+‘u{co}=Sd+‘, but we do not allow our estimates to depend on that 
assumption. We do not assume a priori that I- is homeomorphic to Rd. 
In Part I [S3] we introduced an analogue for surfaces of the chord-arc 
condition with small constant for planar curves. We gave various equiv- 
alences for this condition, geometrical and analytical. For example, one 
equivalent characterization was that the Cauchy integral operator Tf on r 
be almost self-adjoint, i.e., T: - T, should have small L2(r) operator 
norm. (The Cauchy integral is defined via Clifford Analysis.) The reader is 
advised to read the introduction of [S3], although the technical facts that 
we shall use are reviewed in Section 1. [S4] is also relevant. 
In this paper we address the problem of finding well-behaved 
parameterizations of chord--arc surfaces with small constant. A special case 
of our results is that if r is such a surface, and if x E r, R > 0 are given, 
* The author is partially supported by the National Science Foundation and the Sloan 
Foundation. 
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then we can find a homeomorphism from B(.u, R) n r onto a domain in 
Rd, with Lr control on the gradient and its inverse, with p -+ rxj as the 
chord-arc constant goes to 0. This map and its inverse are Holder con- 
tinuous with exponent that tends to 1 as the constant for r goes to 0. This 
homeomorphism is also a small perturbation of a map which is a combina- 
tion of a translation and rotation. In particular, we prove that r is 
homeomorphic to R”. 
When u’= 2 we can do better: we show that there is a homeomorphism 
of R2 onto r that is quasisymmetric with small constant. Recall that a map 
is called quasisymmetric if it satisfies distortion estimates like those for a 
quasiconformal map of R” to itself. (Namely, relative distances are not 
changed much, but with no control on the distances themselves.) When we 
say that this parameterization is quasisymmetric with small constant, we 
mean that for each disc in R’, the map is a small perturbation of a confor- 
ma1 afline transformation. 
In fact, when ci= 2 we give a general condition for a surface to have a 
quasisymmetric parameterization. For chord-arc surfaces with small 
constant, we get the small constant result from a compactness argument. 
We also show that the differential of the parameterization behaves like the 
exponential of a BMO function with small norm. 
It remains an open problem whether one can always find bilipschitz 
parameterizations when LZ!> 2 or quasisymmetric parameterizations when 
d> 3. The author conjectures that the answer is no in both cases. 
However, it turns out to be easier to build bilipschitz reflections across 
K We shall show that if r is a chord-arc surface with small constant, then 
r admits a bilipschitz reflection with constant close to 1, with quadratic 
Carleson measure estimates on the extent to which the differential of this 
map differs from an orthogonal transformation. This should be compared 
with the results in [Sl, S23 for curves in the plane. 
It seems reasonable to hope that the existence of such a reflection 
characterizes chord-arc surfaces with small constant. This is not known 
even when d= 1, although related results are given in [Sal. It also seems 
reasonable to hope that one could characteristize the surfaces in Rd+ ’ that 
admit bilipschitz (or quasiconformal) reflections with small constant. 
We shall review the needed material from Part I [S3] in Section 1. 
Sections 2, 3, and 4 deal with building parameterizations of r with L” 
control on the gradient, etc. The next three sections deal with the d = 2 
case and quasisymmetric maps. The last section is devoted to building 
reflections across r. 
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1. A REVIEW FROM PART I 
Let I- be as in the preceeding section. A theorem from algebraic topology 
says that r must be orientable, and that Rd+ ‘\r has two components. We 
lix once and for all a continuous choice of unit normal n(x) on f, and we 
let Q + and Q- denote the two components of Rrl+ ‘\f, with n(x) pointing 
into Q+. 
We shall use the notation /El to denote the measure of E, usually 
d-dimensional surface measure, but sometimes (d + 1 )-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. We let fA f aI,j = ( 1 /IA 1) JA f & and fZ, R = fBCZ, R) n, f+; 
these integrals will be surface integrals, defined in terms of surface measure. 
We define y = y(T) to be the smallest real number such that the following 
hold: for every ZEN, R>O, and JJE B(Z) R)n r we have 
1(=-y, n;,,~)l <yR; (1.1) 
Ilnll* < Y. (1.2) 
Here 11 II* denotes the BMO(T) norm, i.e., 
Ilfll*= “,ip, s,,, R,nT IFfr.RI. 
R>ll ’ 
We say that r is a chord-arc surface with small constant if ‘J is small. 
Proposition 5.1 in [S3] tells us that if y is small enough and x E I-, R > 0 
are arbitrary, then 
(l-Cy)v,R”dIrnB(x,R)I< l+Qlog~ v,Rd, 
> 
(1.3) 
where vd denotes the volume of the unit ball in R”. We also get that r is 
locally well approximated by Lipschitz graphs with small constant. To 
make this precise, we need to establish some notation, which will be used 
widely in this paper. 
Let z E r, R > 0 be given. Set n, = n, ZR. Let H, denote the orthogonal 
complement of n,, and let Z7: Rdf ’ + H, be defined by n(x) = the 
orthogonal projection of x-z onto H,. Given x E RJ+ I, we write 
x=z+i+tn,, with i E Ho, t E R. We view ([, t) as giving new coordinates 
for Rd+ ‘. We denote by 9? the cylinder defined in ([, t) coordinates by 
%‘= {(i, t): /iI d R, ItI 6 R}. Thus (1.1) implies that 
@? n Tc I([, t) : ItI G 2yR). 
ItturnsoutthatZ7(%‘n~)={[EH0:l[l<R~. 
(1.4) 
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Let /J E (lo?, f) be given. Then there is a Lipschitz function g: H, -+ R, 
llvgll,,, 6 CP for some C depending only on d, such that its graph 
G = {Ii, t) : t = g(i)} satisfies 
I~n”(T\G)u(G\T))IdCexp(-a~~~‘)Rd (1.5) 
for some a, C > 0 that depend only on (1. Thus % n r agrees with the graph 
G inside ?Z except on a small set. 
More is true, but first we need more notation. Define 
(1.6) 
Then we have (see (5.10) in [S3]) 
for some geometric constants 6, C> 0. Also, if Y < s, X, YE r, 1.~ - ~‘1 6 Y, 
then it is not hard to check that 
I(-.v, n;,>l y 161’+“e:.,(J’). (1.8) 
See (3.6) in [S3]. 
Set 
F= {ye%n~:ne?,,(y)<pj), E=I7(F), B=gnf\F. (1.9) 
F is the good set in % n I-, B is the bad set, and B satisfies 
IBI 6 C exp(-up;‘-‘) Rd 
because of (1.7). If .Y, J’ E %‘n I-, XE F, and C(X), r(.r: 
dinates of x, then 
(1.10) 
) denote the [, t coor- 
lG-QJ7)l = I(-v-y, %>I 6(p+y) 
because of (1.8). If p + y < i, this implies that 
I-K-!I (1.11) 
It(X- t(y)1 <2(p+3’) li(.K,-i(y (1.12) 
This implies that I7 is l-l on F, and that F is contained in the graph G as 
above. 
We know that the bad set B is small, but it is also true that although B 
may not lie on G, it stays close to G. Namely, if y E B, then 
IY- (WY), s(Wy)))l < CP dist(nb), n(F)). (1.13) 
This is (5.4) of [S3]. 
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2. THE PLAN FOR BUILDING PARAMETERIZATIONS OF r: A BRIEF OUTLINE 
Suppose we want to show that r is homeomorphic to Rd. The idea is the 
following. We first construct new hypersurfaces T,, 0 < t < oc, where each 
T, is a model for r but smoothed up at the scale of t. On balls of radius 
t, T, will be a Lipschitz graph with small constant; on balls with radius 
much larger that t, T, will look roughly like r. Our a priori assumptions 
give that r, is homeomorphic to r if f is very small, and that T, is 
homeomorphic to RJ if f is very large. 
Our construction will allow us to write down a homeomorphism from T, 
to rlr for any t. The point is to use a partition of unity to reduce to balls 
of radius t, on which they both look like Lipschitz graphs with the same 
orientation. By iterating this construction we can get a homeomorphism of 
rr onto r. 
Of course we want estimates that depend only on the chord-arc constant 
y, and infinite compositions are dangerous for that. In the argument 
outlined above, we could get Lip a estimates with c( + 1 as y + 0. 
Getting Lp estimates on the gradient is more complicated. We have to 
use a generations arguments. We have to smooth up rat scales that vary 
on r, rather than on some constant scale t. Typically, we might have some 
open set R c r (where some maximal function is > A), and for .Y E Q, we 
want to smoothy up r at the scale $ dist(x, T\Q). This smoothed-up 
version of f will agree with f on r\Q and also on a large subset of Q, and 
even on a large proportion of each Whitney cube in Q. The remainder set 
will be the starting point for thne next generation, and so on. 
In Section 3 we build these smoothed-up versions of C and in Section 4 
we use them to get our parameterizations. 
3. SMOOTHING UP r 
Let 6(x) be a non-negative function on r. We assume that 6 is Lipschitz, 
and, for notational convenience, we assume that the Lipschitz constant 
is 1: 
16(-x) - d(Y)1 G Ix - Yl X, y E r. (3.1) 
We build a hypersurface Ta which models r but is smoothed up around x 
at the scale of 46(x). Natural examples for S(x) include 6(x)= t, 
6(x) = dist(x, F\52) for some open set D 5 r. Note that from (3.1) we get 
that 
Ix - yl d +6(x) implies $3(x) < S(y) Q $3(x). (3.2) 
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Let p >O be given. We need that ~2 Cy for some C that will depend 
only on the dimension, and we also need p and y to be small. On the place 
where r is smoothed-up to be a Lipschitz graph, ,u will control the 
Lipschitz constant. 
Let Z= {xET: 6(.u)=O] and 
F,= (SEr:n,TZii(r,(.K)~~f).. (3.3) 
If r =O, then we define n.z r = 0, so that Z E F6. The surface Ts that we 
construct will have the following properties: 
fcj is a chord-arc surface, with constant y(Td) < Cp; (3.4 
FJ E l-,r ; (3.5 
r,> G zu U.rtr B(.x, Cp&u)), and if SE I-,, then 
dist(.u, r) < Cp dist(.u, F,); (3.6 
if .r E Fh7 no = n, Zii,.rj, and if H is the orthogonal comple- 
ment of no, then I-, n B(x, f&.u)) agrees with a Lipschitz 
graph over H, with Lipschitz constant <C/t. (3.7) 
Thus (3.6) says that Tj stays close to r, and (3.7) says that, around .Y E f, 
r, has been smoothed up at the scale 6(.x). We stated (3.7) only for s E F, 
for notational convenience; the next lemma tells us that F,> is thick enough 
in I- so that it does not really matter. 
LEMMA 3.8. There is a geometric constant A such that tf p - “J is small 
enough and x E r, then 
I&, &))n (I-\F,,)I <A&d(x)“. (3.9) 
In particular, dist(.u, Fh) < lo- lo 6(x) f p ~ ‘1’ is small enough. 
This follows from (1.6), (1.7), and the fact that In,, ,-n,: ,I < 
C llnl/,<Cy if l-v-y1 dt. 
Let us build Ta. The results reviewed in Section I tells us how to do (3.7) 
for a given x. To patch the pieces together, we must be careful. 
Let !G? = r\Z= {XE f : 6(.x) > 01. Let L be a maximal subset of 52 such 
that I, Y E L implies that 1.~ - ~1 > 10 -’ 6(.~) or .Y = J’. Maximality implies 
that 
Q c u B(y, 2. 10P’6(Y)). (3.10) 
.I‘ E I. 
It is not difficult to show that there is a constant Q= Q(d) such that 
L = Up=, L,, and where each Lj has the property that x, YE L,!, x # y, 
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implies that (x - yl > h 6(x). Indeed, let L, be a maximal subset of L with 
this property; let L, be a maximal subset of L\L, with this property, etc. 
It is easy to show that you have to run out after not too long. Let 
vi= u.d, B(y, 2 lOP?qV)). 
We shall construct r6 in Q steps. We start with F,, and fill in with 
graphs in each V,, one j at a time. The balls that make up a given V, are 
sufficiently far apart that when we fill in a graph in one, it does not affect 
what we do in another. It will affect the later V,‘s, but there are only finitely 
many of them. 
Let r6.m denote the mth stage of the construction of f6, i.e., what we get 
after filling in V, , . . . . V,. We take f,, 0 = F6, and Tij will be f,. e. We shall 
construct f 6, m so that rd.,,~rii.,,+i, and so that the following hold: 
Ta, m G Fd u U j= i V,, and the (3.6) holds with r6 replaced 
by r,,nv (3.11) 
Suppose that I E r,. m. Choose J’E r such that lx - JJ[ 6 
2. 10m3 6(y), and set n, = II?., 26(p). Let H be the orthogo- 
nal complement of n,. Then f6. m n B(x, lo-*&y)) n 
W/m=, V,) is the intersection of B(x, 10-%(J)) n 
(Uy=, V,) with the graph over H of a Lipschitz function 
with norm <Cp. (3.12) 
We construct r,., recursively. Suppose that f,., has been constructed, 
and let us construct r,, m + i. Let u E L, + I be given, and let us describe how 
r&t?l+l is defined inside B(u, 2 10P36(u)). The points in L, + 1 are 
sufficiently far apart that we can work with them separately. 
Let f&4 = n, 2d(u)j and let H(u) denote the orthogonal complement of 
q,(u). From our discussion in Section 1 we know that X= F, n B(u, $3(u)) 
is contained in the graph of a Lipschitz function on H(u) with norm <Cp. 
We know from the induction hypothesis (3.12) that Y, 
Y=r,,,nB(u,7.10-36(u))n ,Q, v, 
( 1 
is contained in a similar graph. We need to show that there is one graph 
that works for both. 
Let WS R”+ ’ be any set. Suppose there is a K < 1 such that for all 
.Y, I’ E w, 
I(X,n,fu))-((y,n*(u))l~k.IX--l (3.13) 
which implies that 
I<.& no(u))- (I’, %(tl)>l d2k. lmx)-m.v)l 
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if K < i, where n(x) is the orthogonal projection of x - u onto H(u). In this 
case we can define g: n( IV) + R by g(Z7(x)) = (x, n,), and W is contained 
in the graph of g over H(u). Also, g satisfies a Lipschitz condition on W 
with constant 2~, and hence g has a Lipschitz extension to H(u) with norm 
< Cti. (See [St].) Conversely, any subset of such a graph satisfies an 
inequality like (3.13). 
Thus we want to show that (3.13) holds on Xu Y with K = Cp. We know 
this to be true if both x, y lie in X or in Y. Suppose x E X and y E Y. From 
(3.11) we get dist(jj, Z-)6 Ccc dist(J: F,)< Cp Iy--.x1. Choose ZE r such 
that I--y1 6Cp IJJ-u~. From (1.11) and our assumption that ~(7, we 
get I (z, H(U)) - (x, n(u)) 1 d 2~ 1: - sl. Combining these inequalities gives 
(3.13). 
We now get that Xv Y is contained in the graph of a Lipschitz 
function g: H(u) + R with norm < Cp. We define r,, m + , inside of 
B(u, 2. 10p3S(u)) to be simply the intersection of this graph with this ball. 
We do this for each u E L,, + , to obtain r6, m + i. 
This completes the construction of r,, ,,,+ 1 from I’&. m. It is not hard to 
show that r, = r,, g satisfies (3.4))(3.7). The only part that may cause a 
small amount of consternation is the first half of (3.6). Our induction 
hypothesis required only the a priori weaker condition that 
r,zF6u u B(v,~JO-~~(J~). 
.I’t L 
It is not difficult to bridge the gap, using the fact that our approximating 
graphs always stay very close to r, as in (1.13). 
4. BUILDING PARAMETERIZATIONS OF I- 
Given 6, on r as in Section 3, let I-, = r,,. Let us show how to build 
reasonably well-behaved maps from r,, to r. For simplicity of notation we 
assume that 6,(x) = t for some t > 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf y = y(T) is small enough, then we can build a 
homeomorphism z: r, -+ r such that T and CT = T -I : r -+ r, satisfy the 
following. If we define a*(x) and o*(x) b4 
o*(x) = sup sup 
14-u) - 4Y)l 
R > 0 .1‘ E B(.I;. R, n /- I.\. - .vl 
a,(x) = inf lim I@) - dY)l 
R>O vtB(r, R)n/- lx - ?‘I 
(4.2 
(4.3 
607 ‘88 ‘2~4 
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and define T*, T* similarly, then for any u E r, 
f (o*)p+ (0*)-P< c S(u, 1001) n I- 
(4.4) 
s (z*y+ (t*)-P< c, B(u. 1001)nr” 
with l/p = ky, k = k(d) > 0, C = C(d) > 0. Moreover, if “id” stands for the 
identity function, then 
5 ((T-id)*P<CyP E(u. loorlnr 
f a(u, 100r)nro (t - i4*P d 0”. 
(4.5) 
Also, a=id and r=id on F,,. 
Some remarks are in order concerning f * defined by (4.2). If f is defined 
on R” and f * E Lp, then the distributional gradient off lies in Lp. Conver- 
sely, if Vf E LP(R”) and p > n, standard arguments imply that f * E Lp. 
However, it is not clear how to pass back and forth to the Sobolev space 
when we are working on r, until we have a good parameterization for r. 
That is why we work with rr* instead of ordinary Sobolev spaces. 
Next, f * E Lp implies that f E Lip( 1 - d/p), and this works if f is defined 
on r as well as R”. Indeed, given x, y, 1,~ - yJ = R, 
If(x)-f(Y)1 6 
lx-YI 
inf 2f*(z) 
zsrnB(s, R) 
< p-n B(x, R)I -‘lp 
U rnBf.x. R) f *‘)“’ 
GCR-~‘~ Ilf*IIu. (4.6) 
In particular, G and z lie in Lip( 1 - Cy) locally. 
The basic plan of the proof is the following. We first show that if 6, q are 
as in Section 3, then there is a bilipschitz map of r,, onto Ts if 6 and q are 
reasonably close. For example, q = $8 would work. We then iterate this to 
get all the way down to r. By choosing the 6’s and q’s properly, we get G 
and z as above. 
Let 6 as in Section 3 be given. We first need to build a nice projection 
of a certain neighborhood of r, onto r,. The desired map of r,, onto Tri 
will then be obtained by projecting rq onto r,. 
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Let Ts correspond to 6 as in Section 3, with p = Cy for some large 
enough C. Also, let b(x) be extended to a nonnegative Lipschitz function 
on Rdf’ that vanishes off of lJrET B(x, $5(x)). 
Define i;, G r6 x R by (x, t) E fs if t = 0 or if (tl < &S(x). We shall build 
a map p of f8 into R ‘+’ that is bilipschitz onto its image, and 
(4.7) 
for some a > 0. (Z is defined just before (3.3).) This mapping p will give us 
the projection we want. 
To define p we use a partition of unity to localize to the regions where 
r, is a Lipschitz graph. Let J be a maximal subset of r\Z such that x, 
J’ E J, .Y # J’, implies that (.Y - ~‘1 3 &fi(~). Maximality implies that 
Let us denote the elements of J by IX,). We can find Cl functions O,(X) 
on Rd+’ such that 0~0,~ 1, supp ~,EB(x,, $6(x,)), IV0,l 6 C&X,)-‘, 
C G,(x) = 1 if .YE UFtT B(J), &&(j,)). In particular, x Q,(x) = 1 when 
x E r,\Z as long as y = y(T) is small enough. 
Set ni = *.,;/, 26l.y,). (Whenever we write II, n,, etc., we are using the normal 
vector field on r. If we want to use the normal vector field on, say, r,, we 
will make that explicit in the notation.) If (s, t) E fh, we set 
p(x, t) =x + 1 d,(x) nk t. (4.8 1 
k 
Set p,(.~, t) = x + n,t. If supp 8, and supp 8, intersect, then In, - n,( 6 0). 
If z E r, n B(xi, @(xi)) and ItI 6 &S(.u,), then 
p(--, t)-P,(=, 1)=x (nk-rz,)b)k(:)t (4.9) 
satisfies 
Id-, t) -P,(‘, 1)l d c$(.u,) 
I&(=, t) - dp,(r, t)l d Pi. 
(4.10) 
(Here dp denotes the differential.) 
It is not difficult to show that p has the properties we want, i.e., that it 
is bilipschitz and satisfies (4.7). The point is that locally p looks like p, and 
f, is a Lipschitz graph, and we can pass from pi to p using arguments like 
those used to prove the inverse function theorem. 
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Now let 9 be another hypersurface in Rd+ ‘. We want to show that there 
is a bilipschitz heomeomorphism of r, onto Y if Y is close enough to r,, 
in the sense that we now specify. 
We assume that ~(9’)~s and YGZU UiEr B(x, X?(X)), where s is 
small, how small to be at our disposal. We also assume that for each 
x E r\Z, Y n B(x, 46(x)) coincides with a Lipschitz graph with constant 
<s over H(x), where H(x) is the orthogonal complement of n,,,,(,,. For 
example, Y = Ts and Y = r6,* satisfy these conditions if y is small enough. 
If s is small enough, then 9’ is contained in the left side of (4.7). We 
can then map Y onto Ta via the map a=Qop-‘I,, where Q:f6+rd 
is defined by Q(x, t) =x. One can checic that 0 is a bilipschitz 
homeomorphism of Y onto I- with constant B 1+ C(y(f) + s), i.e., for 
X, .YEY, 
Moreover, 
IO(X) - XJ 6 C(S + y(r)) dist(x, Z) (4.12) 
and 
II ~7 - 4 Lip, I, d (3s + m). (4.13) 
To check these facts, it is useful to localize and approximate p by pj. We 
omit the details. 
One example of this is 9’ = Ts,z. The example that we use in proving 
Theorem 4.1 is the following. Let F6 be as in (3.3). Set q(x) = dist(x, Fh;). 
Let r,, correspond to q as in Section 3, with ,u = Q(f) for C large enough. 
The idea is that Ta approximates r one “step” better than Ta does, while 
changing r6 as little as possible. The size of the “step” varies with Ta and 
it is chosen much more efficiently than simply taking $5. 
Let us check that Y= Ts satisfies the conditions above. We know that 
y(T,) 6 Q(T), so that is not a problem. Also, by (3.6), 
rq G z, u (J B(.~, cy~(x)) L z, u u B(.~, c$(x)). (4.14) 
*t r .y E r 
Note that Z, = {x E r : r](x) = 0) = F6. For the second inclusion we need to 
know that q 6 6, which follows from Lemma 3.8. We have to check that if 
XE T\Z,, then I-,, n B(x, $5(x)) looks like a Lipschitz graph with small 
constant over H(x). Let x E r\Z, be given. 
Let us observe first that if y E (T,\Z,) n B(x, 6(x)), then 
In,., 2fKy) - n, 2iQ)l d CY. (4.15) 
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This is essentially built into the definition of q. Let ,- E Z, = Fh be such that 
Iz - ~‘1 = v(J~). Standard arguments give 
In,.. 2~l.r~ -nz,2q,1,1 + ln,26,,-)-~~,.23(r,l dCIlnll*GC~. 
Using the fact that z E Ffi and definition chasing we obtain that 
Combining these gives (4.15). 
We know that I-,, n B(y, fq(y)) sits on a Lipschitz graph with small 
constant over the hyperplane orthogonal to n,: 2V,Jj. Because of (4.15), this 
will still be true if we switch to the hyperplane orthogonal to n, 16c1;j, 
We also know that Z, n B(x, $6(.x)) sits on a similar such graph, because 
Z, = F*. We also know that (T\F,) n B(x, ;6(x)) stays close to that graph, 
and that T,,\F, stays close to r\Fa--the precise statements are in ( 1.13) 
and (3.6). Combining these with the remarks in the preceeding paragraph, 
it is not difficult to put together the pieces and get that I-,, n B(x, f&x)) sits 
on a Lipschitz graph over H(x) with constant <Cy. (A detailed argument 
could be given that is similar to the argument towards the end of Section 3 
that Xv Y lies on such a graph.) 
Thus Y = I-,, satisfies the needed conditions for building the bilipschitz 
homeomorphism CJ of rq onto f, satisfying (4.1 l)-(4.13). Also, CJ(X) = x if 
.x E FA = Z,,, and moreover, 
la(x) -xl < Cy dist(s, Fd). (4.16) 
This can be derived using (3.6). 
Let us now prove Theorem 4.1. Let 6,(x) E t, and define S, recursively by 
S,+,(x) =dist(.u, F,), Fj= F6,. If we let a,: r,,, + r, be as above (with 
rq=rj+,, Ts=fj), we get from (4.11)-(4.13) and (4.16) that 
u,(x) = x if .IcgF,, and for all xEr,+,, Ig,(.u) - ,x1 6 C;) dist(x, F,); 
(4.17) 
II ‘, - idll Lip{ I) 6 Q? and c, has bilipschitz constant 6 1 + Cy. 
(4.18) 
Also, ~~==,:‘:f,-+r,+, satisfy (4.17) and (4.18). 
Given O<j<k<co, set 
ui. k = U$J”U] 0 ... ‘g&l, 7jJ==$=7k-] 0 Ti, 10 - .  .  0 5” .  
Thus 0,. k maps rk to I-,, r., k maps r, to r,. For the 6, 7 in Theorem 4.1 
we take c = oO, r/, rO, x,. (We shall see in a moment that cr, = id, 7, = id if ,j 
is large enough.) We need to check the estimates (4.4) and (4.5). 
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For aj. k, Tj, k we have the following: 
cj,k(X)=X=~.,,k(-~) if x E F,, and in general, 
Ia,. k(x) - .x1 + IZj. k(X) - XI < cy dist(x, F,); 
C,, k and rj. k are bilipschitz with constant (1 + Cy)” -j; 
llOj,k-iidIILip(l)+ II Tji.k-idIILip(l)<CY(l +C)‘)kp’p’. 
One can check (4.19) using (4.17) and 
dist(x, FI+ i) < i dist(x, F,) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
when x E r or x E Ti for i > 1. This fact is proved using (3.6) and 
Lemma 3.8. It is easy to derive (4.20) and (4.21) from (4.18). 
(Another consequence of (4.22) is that hi + 0 uniformly on f as j + co. 
Our a priori assumptions on r then imply that we can take F, = r for j 
large enough, whence oj = id and T, = id for j large enough.) 
Let us prove (4.4). Let us estimate a*(x) and (T,(X) when XE Fk. When 
) 
xEFk and VEX, we have 
k I (l+Cy)- ~ l.~-yl6I~,,,(.~)--(~g.,(y)l~(l+~~)~+~~x-~1’1. (4.23 
To see this, we first observe that 
(l+cy)-’ ~x-~~dlOk,m(-x)- uk. ,(u)l d (1 + CY) byi. (4.24 
This follows from (4.19) and the assumption that x E Fk. Combining (4.24 
with (4.20) applied to (Tg,k, we get (4.23). 
Similarly, if x E oO, oa(Fk) = o&Fk) G r, and 4’ E r,, then 
(~+~~~~k~1I~-~vl6l~,,,(~~-z,,,(y~l~(1+Cy~k+’Ix-~l. (4.25 
To prove (4.4), it is enough to show that 
I(Fk+,\F,)nB(X, loot)l<C3-ktd and (4.26) 
100, m(Fk+ ,\Fk) r\ B(X, lo()t)I 6 Czpkt”. (4.27) 
Indeed, once we know these, then we can break up the integrals in (4.4) 
Using, r=u?=o (F/c+f\Fk)Uf-o, ro=~o,,(r)=u:zO ‘b,m(Fk+~\Fk)U 
co, ,(F,), and then estimate the various pieces using (4.23), (4.25), (4.26), 
and (4.27). The sum will converge if y is small enough. 
Let us verify (4.26) and (4.27). We first observe that (4.27) follows from 
(4.26)ifyissmallenough, becauseao,,(Fk+,\Fk)=cr,,+,(Fk+,\Fk),and 
oo,k+l is (1 +Cy)k+l -bilipschitz. To get (4.26), we note that 
I(r\F,)n& loot)1 <& ((r\F,- l)nB(X, l@)t)l 
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if pi-’ is larger than some geometric constant. This follows from 
Lemma 3.8 and standard covering arguments. 
The proof of (4.5) is similar. Suppose .YE FA, and let us show that 
I(~l3.X (-~)-?c)-(o~.nc(~‘)-y)I <Cy(l +CyY+’ Ix-yl. (4.28) 
We note first that 
since x E Fk. From this and (4.21) we get (4.28). An analogous estimate can 
be obtained for r. The proof of (4.5) now proceeds as before. 
5. QUASISYMMETRIC MAPS AND ~-DIMENSIONAL SURFACES 
For 2-dimensional chord-arc surfaces with small constant we can do 
much better than the results in the preceding section. There is even a large 
constant result, which we prove in this section. In the next section we get 
a corresponding small constant result using a compactness argument. 
A homeomorphism z: R” + I- is called quasisymmetric (qs.) if it satisfies 
distortion estimates like those satisfied by a quasiconformal map on R”, 
given in the conclusion of Theorem 5.4. In particular, we require that there 
be a C > 0 such that for all R > 0, x, y E Rd, 
and similarly for (T = T ~ ‘. 
It is not at all clear how to build bilipschitz or quasisymmetric 
parameterizations of chord-arc surfaces with small constant. The approach 
in Section 3 and 4 does not work directly-it is not at all clear how to keep 
the slop from piling up. 
When d= 2 there is another approach that we can take. We use the 
uniformization theorem to get a conformal parameterization of the surface, 
and then we use extremal length estimates to get a distortion theorem. 
We shall in fact prove in this section a more general result of this type. 
Let M be a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold that is diffeomorphic to R” 
with a natural smooth extension at cc that is diffeomorphic to S’. Our 
estimates will not depend on this diffeomorphism. 
Suppose that d(x, y) is a distance function on M that determines the 
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topology on M and is dominated by the geodesic distance on M. Suppose 
also that for some K > 0 
k-‘R’nd IB(x, R)I <kR2n (5.2) 
for all x E M, R > 0. Here B(x, R) = { 11 E M : d(.x, r,) < R ), and IE( denotes 
the (Riemannian ) volume of E. 
We assume further that for each x E M, R > 0 there is an open set D E M 
such that D is homeomorphic to a topological disk and 
B(x, R) ED c B(x, kR). 
If r is a chord-arc surface in R3 with small constant, then f satisfies 
these conditions with d(x, v) = Ix- yl, k close to 1, and r given the 
Riemannian structure induced from R3. 
THEOREM 5.4. There exist A, cc>0 depending only on k such that if 
T: C --) M is conformal and [T= T-‘, then for any z, z,,, WEC, Iz-z,, < 
i )z- WI, we have 
d(T(z), Tko)) 
&T(w), Tbo)) 
6A 
and for any x, x0, y E M, d(x, x0) < id(y. x0), we have 
b(x)-4x,)1 <A 
IO(Y) - 4x,)1 ’ 
We prove (5.6) first. 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
LEMMA 5.7. Let x, x0, YE M be given, with d(x, x0) < (2k2)-’ d(y, x0). 
Set r = d(x, x,,) and R = d(y, x0). Then there are Jordan arcs y. and y1 in A4 
that join x,, to x and y to co, respectively, with y. c B(x,, kr) and 
y1 sM\B(x,, k-‘R). 
The existence of y0 follows immediately from (5.3). From (5.3) we also 
get the existence of a closed set F c A4 with F homeomorphic to a closed 
disk and B(x, k-‘R)z FG B(x, R). By the Jordan curve theorem, 
(M u { 03 } )\ F is homeomorphic to an open disc. The existence of y r now 
follows. 
In what follows, extremal length on M is defined in terms of the Rieman- 
nian structure on M. The reader is referred to [A] for basic facts about 
extremal length, and we use the notation of [A]. In particular, r will now 
be used to denote curve families. 
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LEMMA 5.8. Same notation as above. Let I- denote the family of curves 
in M that joins y0 to y,. Then the extremal length of r satisfies 
(5.9) 
with C,, C2 depending only on k. 
To get a lower bound on extremal length we have to make a good choice 
of density p and compute. Define p(z) on M by 
p(z) = (d(z, x,))~ if r < d(z, x,,) < R, 
and p(z) = 0 otherwise. Simple computations give L(y, p) > Cl log R/r - C, 
if YET. Using (5.2) one can also compute that A(p) =jM j p’d Vol is at 
most C log R/r. Combining these gives (5.9). 
LEMMA 5.10. Zf d(x,x,)<(2k’)-’ d(y,x,), x, x0, REM, then (5.6) 
holds. 
Let r denote the family of curves in C defined by p= o(T). Because 0 
is conformal, n(r) = J(F). By Teichmiiller’s theorem and related estimates 
(see pp. 72-78 of [A]), we get that 
e2ni’r)l 
-  < 16 1 + la(Y)-@b)l 
( la(x) - a(xJ ! 
(5.11) 
This together with, (5.9) implies (5.6) unless [a(~?) -o(x,,)l 
(la(x) - o(xO)l -‘) is very small. However, from j.(F) = i(Z) and (5.9) one 
gets that this quantity is bounded from below by 6, = 6,(k) > 0. 
Now we consider (5.5). For this we need upper bounds for extremal 
length in M. We get them by getting lower bounds for conjugate extremal 
length. 
Fix X,,E M, and let E,, E, be two continua in M with .x,,E E, and E, 
going to co. Set r=supjd(x,.u,):xEE,~ and R=infjd(x,x,): XEE~~. 
Assume that 2r d R. 
LEMMA 5.12. Let r denote the family qf arcs in M that join E, to E,. 
Then 
A(r) d C log RJr, C = C(k). 
Because M is homeomorphic to a plane, M\(E, u E2) is topologically 
(and hence conformally) an annulus. Let r* denote the family of curves in 
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M\(E, uE,) that separate E, and E?. Then J.(E*)=n(E))‘, as is well- 
known (see [A, p. 533) and so it suffices to get a lower bound for n(E*). 
We first need some preliminary facts about y E f *. 
LEMMA 5.13. If /I is an arc in M\(E, u E,) that joins E, to E,, and if 
y E r*, then y n fi # 0. 
Indeed, E, u E, u p is connected, so that each component of its comple- 
ment is simply-connected. If y n /I = 4, then y lies in such a component, is 
homotopically trivial, etc. 
LEMMA 5.14. Suppose y E r*, d= diam(y). Then dist(y, E,) 6 kd. 
Suppose not. Fix u E y, so that y c B(u, d). Thus there is a topological 
disk D such that B(u, d) c DG B(u, kd), whence D n E, =qS. However, 
D\Ez, is simply connected. This implies that y is homotopically trivial in 
M\(E, u E2), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.15. diam(E,) 6 2kd. 
Let u, d be as before. If diam(E,) > 2kd, then E, g D, so that 
D\(E, u E,) is simply connected. This implies again that y is homotopically 
trivial in M\(E, u E,), a contradiction. 
Let us prove Lemma 5.12. It suffices to show that A(T*)>a (log R/r)-‘. 
We get this lower bound by making a suitable choice of density p on M. 
Define p(z) = (r + d(z, xO))-l if d(z, x0) < 2kR, p(z) = 0 otherwise. One can 
check that A(p) < C log (R/r). 
Let us check that L(y, p) > ye >O if y E f *. First we note that 
y n B(x,, kR)#& Indeed, from (5.3) we know that there is an arc 
/?G B(x,, kR) that joins E, to EZ, and we can apply Lemma 5.13. Using 
Lemmas 5.14 and 5.15 it is not hard to see that L(y, p) is bounded from 
below. 
Let us prove (5.5) using Lemma 5.12. Let z, zO, WE C be given, Iz -z,,I < 
~lw-zOl. Let L, be the line segment that joins z0 to z, and let L, be the 
ray from w  to co that is colinear with z0 but disjoint from z,,. Let x = r(z), 
x0 = r(zo), y = r(w), E, = r(L,), E2 = z(L,). Let r, R be as before just above 
Lemma 5.12 (but not as in Lemma 5.10). We have r < CR for some 
C = C(kJ; the reverse would contradict Iz - zoI < 4 IN’- zoI and Lemma 
5.10. 
If 2r < R, then we can apply Lemma 5.12 to obtain A(r) 6 C log(R/r). If 
2r 2 R, we can replace E, by the component E, of Eln B(x,, R/2) that 
contains -‘co, and apply Lemma 5.12 to the analogue f of E when E, is 
replaced by E, . The monotonicity of extremal length gives then that n(E) < 
n(p) < C. Because r/R is bounded, this is still at most Clog R/r + C’, 
C’ depending only on k. 
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Thus in both cases n(r) < Clog R/r + C’. We also have ;l(r) = i(r,,), 
where f, is the family of curves in C that connect L, to L2. Estimates from 
[A, p. 72-761 give that J’(r,) >, u log( 1iv - zol/lz - zO/ ) - b. Combining our 
estimates on l(r) and n(f,) yields (5.5). 
There is one remaining point in proving Theorem 5.4. In Lemma 5.10, we 
assumed d(.u, +) < (2k’) I d(: so), not simply Li(s. x0) < $(i(v, x”). 
However, the remaining case can be derived from (5.5). 
COROLLARY 5.16. Same assumptions as in Theorem 5.4. Let J(x) denote 
the Jacobian ofr. Then J(x) is an A ‘I weight \vith constants that depend only 
on k. 
This is proved by a standard Gehring-type argument [G]. It suffices to 
show that 
(5.17) 
for all cubes Q in C. This is proved in the same way as for q.c. maps on 
the plane, using (5.2) and the distortion estimates. (We shall do a small 
constant version of this in more detail in Section 7.) 
6. Z-DIMENSIONAL CHORD-ARC SURFACES 
WITH SMALL CONSTANT AND CONFORMAL MAPPINGS 
THEOREM 6.1. For every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that rf r is a chord- 
arc surface in R3 u,ith small constant, Jo = )1(f) 6 6, then any orientation- 
preserving conformal mapping ‘t : C + f satisfies thefollowing: for any z0 E C 
and any r > 0 there is an affine map A(z) = aTz + b, a > 0, b E R3, T a (real) 
linear isometry of C into R3, such that 
SUP Is(:) - A(z)1 6 Eur. (6.2) 
zt BfZ”. r) 
In the next section we show that log J has small BMO norm, and related 
estimates on d7. 
Unfortunately, it is not clear how to prove (6.2) directly using extremal 
length estimates. We use a compactness argument. In particular, we have 
no information about the relationship between E and 6. 
In all that follows we identify C with the X, y plane in R3. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let rj be a sequence of chord-arc surfaces with con- 
stants y,= y(T,) + 0. Let rji: C + rj be conformal orientation preserving 
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diffeomorphisms. Assume that zj(0)=O, ~~(1) = 1, and iErj for each j. Let 
nj be the average unit normal on rj n B(0, 2), and assume that nj -+ n,, 
n,= (O,O, 1). Then {zj} converges to the identity uniformly on compacta 
in C. 
Let us first show that Theorem 6.1 is a consequence of the lemma. Sup- 
pose there is an E > 0 such that no 6 > 0 works. Choose I-, with yj d l/j for 
which the conclusion of the theorem fails. Simple renormalizations allow us 
to take zO=O, r=l for all j, and also T,(O)=O, I,= I, and iEr,. For 
j large, n, must be close to either n, or -n,, because y(T,) -+ 0, and we can 
assume that it is n,. Lemma 6.3 implies that (6.2) will hold for large j, with 
a = 1, b = 0, and T the identity. 
Let us prove Lemma 6.3. We first note that each zi satisfies the conclu- 
sions of Theorem 5.4, with constants independent of j. Thus the 5;s form 
a precompact family of quasisymmetric embeddings of C into R3. 
We may as well assume that (f;) converges uniformly on compacta to 
some T: C + R3. If we can show that T is the identity, then standard 
arguments give that the original sequence converged to the identity. (If 
every subsequence has a subsubsequence that converges to a given thing, 
then the original sequence had to have converged to that thing.) 
From y(T,) + 0 and n, -+ n, we can conclude that z(C) E C. If we can 
show that r is conformal, then either T(Z) = z or T(Z) ~5. The second 
possibility would be acceptable from the point of view of proving 
Theorem 6.1, but it can be ruled out because nj + n, and because the T;S 
are orientation-preserving. 
Proving that T is conformal ought to be easy, since each T,, is, but it is 
not clear how to make the formal arguments rigorous. The problem is that 
we do not have good control of the convergence of the derivatives of the zj. 
To show that T is conformal, it suffices to show that for any doubly- 
connected region B in C, M(T( B)) < M(B), where M(B) denotes the 
module of B. (See p. 39 of [LV].) Using an approximation argument, we 
may suppose that 8B consists of two Jordan curves, and that d(z(B)) is the 
disjoint union of two analytic arcs. 
Let F (respectively, F,, F,) denote the family of curves that join the two 
boundary components of B ( T~( B), z(B)). Thus 
M(T(B)) = 4L) = S!P 
inf, t Fx L(Yt PY 
ssrtB, pz dx dy . (6.4) 
(As before, the reader is referred to [A] for notations and basic properties 
of extremal length.) 
If z(B) were an annulus, we would have equality in (6.4) with p(z) = l/[z/. 
Using our a priori assumptions on r(B) and a conformal mapping, we get 
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that equality holds in (6.4) for a density p,(z) that is smooth and nonzero 
in r(B). We can also extend pm to all of R3 (r(B)cC G R3) so that it 
remains smooth, bounded, and bounded from below. 
For each j we have 
(6.5) 
where the integral on the bottom is taken with respect to surface measure 
on r,. Also, 
M(B) = M(t,(B)) (6.6) 
for all j, since ri is conformal. We want to derive M(c(B)) d M(B) from 
(6.4))(6.6) and a limiting argument. 
Let us first show that 
lim 
.c.l r(B) Pz, = Is ’ j - %’ , I(B) pf 
L’ (6.7) 
Choose z,EC, R >O such that z,(B) c B(z,, R) for all j. Here B(z,, R) 
denotes the ball in R3, not C. Let n, denote the average of the normal on 
rjn B(z,, R). Our convergence assumptions imply that n, + no. 
Let ‘%o={(z,t)~CxR=R3:~~-zo~<5R, ItlGR}, and define 
no: R3 + C in the obvious way. Our convergence assumptions imply that 
Ifl,(.~)-xl -+O uniformly asj-+m for .~Gf,n%~. 16.81 
From this and the convergence T/ + r we get 
{z~z(B): dist(z, i?(r(B)))>q,} gZ7,(t,(B)) 
c .(z E C: dist(-, s(B)) < vi] (6.9) 
for some sequence yl, + 0. The second inclusion is easy. Let us check the 
first. 
We know that Z70(I’jn%o) = { Iz-z~I < 5R}-see Section 1. Let Ai 
denote the set on the left side of (6.9). If z E Aj, then there is a w  E I-, such 
that n,(w)=z and w~r,nQ?~. Either WET,(B) or WET~(C\B). By choos- 
ing yli properly, we can eliminate the second possibility. Indeed, 
Theorem 5.4 implies that rim’(w) is not too far from B. To show that 
n,(w) # A if w  were not in sj(B), we can use the fact that rj + z uniformly 
on compacta, and (6.8) with go replaced by some large ball. 
Let us continue with the proof of (6.7). For each ,j we can find a 
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Lipschitz function gj on C with graph G, such that llgjll ,X, + I/Vg, 11 ,X, tend to 
0 and I%$ n f,\G,( + 0. Because px is bounded, we get 
lim 
, - 7. ss Itgn q\G, “, = ” 
Using the continuity of poo and a change of variables, 
From (6.9) we get that r(B) and Z~,(T, (B) n G,) differ by a set of small 
measure. Hence 
Combining all these, we get (6.7). 
To show that M(r(B)) 6 M(B), it suffices to show that 
because of (6.4))(6.7). 
Fix y~f,, and set Ij= 17,(y). It is not hard to check that 
Uf, p,)<(l +junW))Uy,~,.), (6.11) 
where junk(j) + 0 as j + co. This uses (6.8), the continuity of pm, and the 
fact that 17, is Lipschitz with norm 1. 
This does not yet give (6.10), because j may not belong to F, . Let us 
show that we can adjust f so that it does belong to F‘, while making 
L(y^, p,) at worst only slightly larger. 
Let A, and A, (respectively, A,, i and A,, j) denote the two boundary 
curves of r(B) (r,(B)). We take A, to be the inside curve, AZ to be the 
outside curve. There is a 6, > 0 such that dist(Ai, j, AZ. j) > 6, and 
dist(d i , A,) 2 6,. 
If j is large enough and y E F,, then 
fnt(Wf0. (6.12) 
Indeed, because y joins A ,,, to A,, j, there is a PE y such that 
dist(p, A,, j) > 6,/2, dist(p, A,, j) B &,/2. This implies that dist(p, A, u A,) B 
&,/4 if j is large enough. We can use the second inclusion in (6.9) to obtain 
n(p,,) E t(B) if j is large enough. 
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To make the needed adjustment of I’, we need to consider various cases 
separately. 
I. ~nAi#12(fori=l,2.Wecantindasubarc~ofjwithoneend 
point each on A, and A ?, and the rest of a disjoint from A, u A 2. Also, 
an z(B) # 0; this is proved like (6.12). Hence r s r(B), except for its 
endpoints, CI E F,, , and L(cY, P,~ ) d L(f, p, ). 
Il. 1; n Ai= 4, i= 1, 2. From (6.12) we get i s T(B). Because 1; joins 
A,, , to AZ.,, the endpoints of f must come close to A,, Al. Thus we can 
extend 1; a little to get an arc fi E F, such that L(/?, p YV ) < (1 +junk(,j)) 
L( t;, p ~. ), with junk(j) + 0. 
III. $ n A, # @, f n A, = 0, or vice versa. Here we combine the 
arguments of the preceeding cases and make 9 shorter on one end, and a 
little longer on the other end. 
Combining these cases, we get (6.10). This completes the proof that 
M(t(B)) d M(B). Hence T is conformal, etc. 
7. MORE ESTIMATES FOR THE CONFORMAL MAPPINGS IN SECTION 6 
THEOREM 7.1. Same notations and assumptions as in Theorem 6.1. Let dz 
and J denote the differential and Jacobian of 5. respectivelwv (so that 
J(z) ~ 1/Z dz(z) is a linear isometry of C into R). For every E > 0 there is a 
6 > 0 such that y = y(T) < 6 implies that lllog J/l * < e and that ,for each cube 
Q in C there is a linear map mQ: C -+ R3 such that 
Morally, this last condition says that log d7 has small BMO norm, but 
that does not make sense. Alternatively, (7.2) is equivalent to saying that 
\lJ-“‘dsl\, is small, given that we know that J/log JJJ * is small. In 
particular, we could use Lp norms in (7.2). by John-Nirenberg. 
There is a converse of Theorem 7.1 that we will not bother to prove: if 
T is (1 + E)-quasiconformal and satisfies the conclusions of the theorem, 
then r= t(C) satisfies ‘J(T) -+ 0 as E + 0. 
Let us control /Ilog JII *. We use a Gehring-type argument, adapted in 
standard ways to the small constant situation. 
We first show that for any cube Q, 
{ 
Q 
Jd(1 +a(6)) (f 
Q 
J’j2]2, (7.3) 
with a(6) -0 as 6 -+O. We may as well take Q to be the unit cube 
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[0, l] x [0, 11, and make the normalizations r(O) =O, z(l) = 1, iE ZY If 
y(T) is small, then the average of the unit normal on l-n B(0, 10) must be 
close to either n, = (0, 0, 1) or --n,, and we may assume it is n,, making 
a reflection if needed. 
Let 17,: R2 -+ C denote the obvious projection. We have that 
~(Q)~B(O,3),and17,(z(Q))~(l+small)Q,wheresmall~Oas6~O.We 
have that 
I J= b(Q)1 d (1 + small) IQI, Q 
because I’n B(0, 3) lies on a Lipschitz graph over C with small constant, 
except on a small set. 
We also have 
j, J(z)“* dx dy = jol (I,’ J(x + iy)“’ dx) d?, 
= 
s 
r (length of z(x + i-v), 0 <x < 1) d-v 
0 
3 l(l- 
I 
small) dy > 1 - small. 
0 
The second equality uses the conformality of r, while the inequality uses 
Theorem 6.1. Thus we get (7.3). 
To show that I/log Jll* + 0, it suffices to show that for all cubes Q, 
I(z,Q: lb(z)-cQl >(k~(~))“~jl < lo-” IQl, (7.4) 
where b= 1og.A co=2 log(fa J”*), and k is some constant. We may 
suppose that CQ = 0. 
From (7.3) and cQ = 0 we get 
f p-1)2={ (~-2P~+ij~~(6). 
Q Q 
If ka(6) is small enough, then lb(~)\ > (k~(6))“~ implies that 
IJ(z)l’2- 1 j = je(“2)b(;) - 11 > $(ka(q)“2. 
(7.5) 
Combining this with (7.5) gives (7.4) if k is large enough. 
From (7.4) we get lllog JIl* < Cu(6)“‘. This is the correct order of 
magnitude: the argument can be reversed to show that (7.3) holds with 
a(6) d c )Ilog JIl’, if /Ilog JI\ * is small enough. 
Let us prove (7.2). We make the same normalizations as in the proof of 
(7.3)-Q is the unit cube, etc. Let ma be the trivial inclusion of C into R3. 
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To control dz(z) - mQ on Q, we employ an idea used by Guy David for 
showing that log(f,) E BMO if f: C + C is quasiconformal. 
Let yY(x)=s(x+ iy) and set a,=y,,(l)-y,.(O). Then 
1 I ss ly;.(x) - a,.[* dY dy 0 0 
I 1 
= 
sj (Ir;44* -2+Xx), a,.> + la,l’) dx 4 0 0 
’ = 1‘1 ’ (lfvb)l* - la,l*) d.x 4, 0 0 
= 
s.i (J- la,12). Q 
The last equality comes from the conformality of z. From Theorem 6.1 we 
know that a, - 1 in small, and we know from the proof of (7.3) that 
jJQ 56 1 + small. Thus we get 
ss 
d ,,’ [y;,(x) - 1 I * dx dy 6 small. 
A similar argument works for x and y interchanged, and (7.2) follows 
easily. 
8. REFLECTIONS ACROSS CHORD-ARC SURFACES WITH SMALL CONSTANT 
THEOREM 8.1. Let r be a chord-arc surface with y = y(T) small. 
Then there is a map p: R”+ I -+ Rd+ ’ which is a (1 + Cy))-bilipschitz 
homeomorphism that maps the complementary components of r to each 
other, satisfies p(x) =x on r, and also 
I(dp)‘(x)(dp)(x)-Zl’6(xP’dx and (8.2) 
IVjp(x)l * S(x)& - 3 dx, j b 2, (8.3) 
are Carleson measures relative to r, with norms 6 C(j) y2, Also, 
Il&x)j-’ vjp(x)ll Lm(Rd+l) < c(j)y. (8.5) 
A few remarks are in order. Here 6(x) = dist(x, r). Also, we say that a 
measure 1 on R”+ ’ is a Carleson measure relative to r if A(B(x, R)) < CRd 
for all x E r, R > 0. The smallest such C is called the norm of 1. Note that 
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l+‘(x) dp(x) - II simply measures the extent to which dp(x) differs from 
an orthogonal transformation. 
A Jordan curve in the plane admits a bilipschitz reflection if and only if 
it is a quasicircle. Thus chord-arc curves, or chord-arc surfaces, should 
have reflections that satisfy more conditions. The Carleson measure 
conditions on (8.2) and (8.3) are motiviated by the results in [Sl, S2] 
concerning quasiconformal maps and chord-arc curves in the plane. In 
view of the results in [S2], it seems not unreasonable to conjecture that 
the existence of a reflection satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 8.1 
characterizes chord-arc surfaces with small constant. This is not known 
even when d= 1. 
Conditions like those in (8.2) and (8.3) arise in [Sl] in studying the 
effect on a of a change of variables in the plane, and the relationship of this 
to the Cauchy integral. One could consider similar questions for these 
reflections, using the analogue of a in R”+ ’ from Clifford analysis. 
When d= 2 one could obtain Theorem 8.1 from Sections 6, 7 in the 
following way. A Beurling-Ahlfors type construction can be applied to a 
conformal map of C onto r to get a (1 + s)-quasiconformal map on R3 that 
takes C to ZY This map will satisfy analogues of (8.2)-(8.5) that are suitable 
for quasiconformal maps instead of bilipschitz reflection, e.g., quadratic 
Carleson measure estimates on the dilatation. A reflection across r as in 
Theorem 8.1 can be obtained from this quasiconformal change of variables 
and the trivial reflection across C. 
(Using this nice quasiconformal change of variables in R3 one can extend 
parts of [Sl] from d= 1 to d-2.) 
Let us describe the plan of the proof of Theorem 8.1. Suppose first that 
we wanted to build a blilipschitz reflection, without the Carleson measure 
estimates. Pick x4 r, and set R= 6(x). Then Tn B(x, 10R) looks almost 
like a hyperplane, and p restricted to B(x, R/2) should look like the 
obvious reflection across this hyperplane. Using a partition of unity, p can 
be patched together. 
The Carleson measure estimates are more subtle than this. We have to 
approximate by Lipschitz graphs, and so we first have to look at what hap- 
pens to Lipschitz graphs. We also have to break up R“+’ into regions on 
which r looks like a Lipschitz graph, with Carleson measure estimates on 
the overlaps so that we can patch the pieces together. This decomposition 
of Rd + ’ is analogous to the corona construction, but it is simpler. 
Let us first deal with the situation for Lipschitz graphs. Suppose 
g: Rd + R is a Lipschitz function with small norm, and let G be its graph. 
Let 4 be a smooth, radial bump function supported in B(0, 1) on R” such 
that s 4 = 1. Set d!(x) = It1 -‘&x/t) for t E R, t # 0. Define 
$4 t) = (.? y + $:g(x)). (8.6) 
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PROPOSITION 8.7. Notation as above. Then l(d~ - 111 a, Q C IlVg(l oo, 
IV’r12 lt(2i-3 dxdt is a Carleson measure relative to Rd with norm 
<C(j) IlVgll~ if j32, and I&/&-(0, l)l’t-‘dxdt is also a Carleson 
measure with norm <C llVgll2. Also, 
11 Itlj- ’ Vj7IJ Lx,(Rd+I) 6 c(j) ilvgll, ifj> 2. 
(The notation (0, 1) refers to the identification of R”+ ’ with Rd x R.) 
The existence of such a r is due to Dahlberg. This simple formula was 
found by Kenig and Stein. 
The proof of the proposition is standard. The main ingredient is that if 
$(x) is smooth, compactly supported, and 5 Ic/ = 0, then I+, * b12 dx dt/t is 
a Carleson measure with norm <C llbl]~ < C 116112,. See [CM, p. 48 J, or 
[.I, Chap. 61. 
Note that the analogue for &/ax, of the Carleson measure estimate on 
aqat is false. 
It is not difficult to prove Theorem 8.1 for f = G using the proposition, 
but we shall not use this fact. 
Let us now give a general recipe for building bilipschitz reflections 
across I-. 
Let r be a chord-arc surface with small constant. Suppose that we are 
given two functions D: Rdil + R and N: Rdfl + Rdfl that satisfy the 
following conditions for some small v > 0: 
(1 +v)-‘&x)<D(x)<(l +v)c?(x); (8.8) 
IIVD - NII oo < v, 1)6(x)‘- ’ V’DII cc < C(j)v when j> 2; (8.9) 
IlS(x)'D'NII, < CU)v for 12 1, and 
I f 
N(x) - n <v 
B(x, 106(x)) n I- 
(8.10) 
for all x E Rdf ‘\f. 
Given such a D and N we define 8: Rd+ ’ + Rd+ ’ as follows: 
e(x) =x on r, 
B(x) = x - 2D(x) N(x) on Q,, (8.11) 
6(x) =x + 2D(x) N(x) on Q-. 
This will be our reflection across f. Recall that n points into .Q + ; this 
accounts for our choice of signs in (8.11). Also note that if r is a hyper- 
plane and we take D =6(x) and N the normal to f (i.e., N is constant), 
then 6 is the usual reflection about K If r is not a hyperplane, and x $ r 
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is given, then 8 is defined so that it looks like the reflection across 
the hyperplane that approximates B(x, 106(x))n r. This because of 
(8.8~(8.10) and the chord-arc condition on IY 
LEMMA 8.12. If y and v are small enough, then a is a hilipschitz map of 
Rd+ ’ onto itself, 
(1 +CV)-’ lx-y1 < la(x)-o(y)1 <(l +Cv) (x-yl, and 
IIda’ da - ZI( oo d Cv, /S(x)i- ’ VjaII to 6 c(j)v for j>2. 
The last two estimates are immediate consequences of the definitions. 
The bilipschitzness is not hard to check. 
It is not hard to build D, N that satisfy (8.8)-(8.10) for a chord-arc 
surface with small constant. (Whitney decompositions, partitions of unity, 
etc.) To prove Theorem 8.1, we need to find N, D that satisfy Carleson 
measure estimates. Let us first do this for Lipschitz graphs. 
LEMMA 8.13. Let g, G, z, etc. be as for Proposition 8.7. Let D(x) be the 
absolute value of the t-component of V’(X), and let N=VD. Then N, D 
satisfy (8.8k(8.10) with v = C llVg[l co, r= G, and also 
2 II IWY-* VjD12 WV’ dx &II0 d C(j) llvgll m (8.14) 
for j B 2, where )I (ICM denotes the Carleson measure norm. 
The proof is straightforward, using Proposition 8.7. 
To get D, N for a chord-arc surface f satisfying similar estimates, we 
need to break up R”+ ’ \r into pieces where r looks like a Lipschitz graph 
and then patch things together. The following lemma let us do that. 
LEMMA 8.15. Let r be a chord-arc surface with y sufficiently small. 
There is a partition of unity {qSj} on Rd+ ‘\r with the following properties. 
The supports of the q5/s have bounded overlap, and 
l16(x)‘v’~j(x)ll m < C(I), 12 1, any j. 
Also, for I > 1, 
C 6(X)'-' IV'dj(X)I dx <C(Z). 
i II CM 
(8.16) 
Furthermore, for each j there are an xi E r and an Rj > 0 so that supp $j c 
B(xj, R,), and such that the following holds, If nj = rrxi, R, =s8,+ R,,n ,- n 
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and IY H, is the orthogonal complement of ni, then there is a Lipschit: 
function gj: Hi -+ R, IjVg,li X 6 Cy, whose graph G, = (y + gj(v): YE Hj> 
approximates r on the support of di; i.e., d,(x) # 0 implies 
(1 + Cy))’ dist(.u, G,) d dist(x, r) 
d (1 + Cr) dist(.u, G,), (8.17) 
with C a geometric constant. Moreover, $/(.Y) # 0 also implies that 
dist(.u, F,) <26(x), where F, is as in (1.9) naith z = s,, R = R,. (I.e., F, is the 
good set in I-n B(.u,, 2R,).) 
In addition, given any x E I-, R > 0, we have that 
c R” 6 CRd, (8.18) 
,: NY,. R,lrB(.r. K) 
and there are only a bounded number of j’s such that R, > R and supp I$~ 
intersects B(x, R). 
The proof of this lemma is technical but standard. Let us give a bare 
sketch of the argument. Our a priori assumptions on r imply that for some 
x E I- and R > 0, r\ B(x, R) lives on a very flat Lipschitz graph, and so this 
piece is good. (In this case we interpret B(x, R) as a ball around cc. Or we 
could cover it by balls of geometrically increasing radii and all centered 
at x.) 
On B(x, R) n r we can approximate r by a flat Lipschitz graph, as in 
Section 1. This graph will coincide with Tn B(x, R) except on a small bad 
set, and on that bad set I- will still stay very close to the graph. One 
element of the partition of unity is a cut off function that is 1 on B(x, R) 
away from the bad set, but is zero near the bad set. 
Next we cover the bad set by balls and repeat the procedure on each 
ball. The Carleson measure estimates come from choosing the constants so 
that the bad set is always a sufficiently small proportion of the ball that 
you are working on. 
Let us now show that we can construct D, N on R”+ ’ that satisfy 
(8.8)-(8.10) with I’= Cy, and also N = VD and (8.14), with G replaced by 
r, IlVgll x by 0. 
Let 4, be as in Lemma 8.15, and let G, be the corresponding graphs. Let 
D,, N, be as in Lemma 8.13, with G = G,. Set D = 1 diDi, N = VD. Thus 
we get (8.8) and the first half of (8.9) by definitions. 
Let us check the second half of (8.10). Set n, = fr, B,.Y. ,06,r,J n. Then 
IN,(x)-n.1 = IVD,(.x)-nyJ <Cl (8.19) 
h”,‘XX.?-6 
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on the support of dj because of Lemmas (8.13) and (8.15 ) (in particular the 
part about dist(x, F,)). Hence 
N(X)=VD(X)=C Vd;(X) Dj(x)+C $jvDj(x) 
satisfies IN(x) - n,l f Cy also. Indeed, the second term is controlled using 
(8.19); for the first, we observe that C Vdi(x) -0, so that 
IC v4ji(-x) Dj(x)l = IC v~j(?c)(Dj(?c)-6(.~))l 6 C IV~~J(-~,I cY 6(x) G cY. 
Let us check (8.9) with j = 2. We have 
V’D = 1 (V’d,) Dj + 1 2(V$,)(VDj) + 1 4j V’Dj. 
The last term is controlled using (8.9) applied to Dj. The middle term is 
controlled using (8.19) and C V~,(X) = 0. To handle the first term, we use 
1 V2dj(x) =0 to replace 0, by 0,-S, and then use (8.8) applied to D,. 
The argument for j> 2 is similar. The first part of (8.10) now follows 
from (8.9) and N = VD. 
It remains to check that the analogoue of (8.14) holds. When j = 2, we 
want to get Carleson measure estimates for 
V2D = 1 (V’dj) Dj + C 2(Vdj)(VDj) + C djV’D,. 
For the first two terms we use (8.16). For the last term we use the 
analogous estimate for the D,‘s and also (8.18). The j > 2 case is similar. 
Theorem 8.1 now follows, by taking p to be the 8 in (8.11) with N, D as 
above. 
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